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Introduction
EverGrow launched in September 2021, is the fastest growing
cryptocurrency of its kind, automatically rewarding holders in Binance
USD ($BUSD), a regulated, stable-coin, pegged 1:1 with the US dollar.
It is a decentralized platform that bridges the gap between crypto and
ﬁat currencies and brings the beneﬁts of the crypto world to everyday
people. Based on the Binance Smart Chain, EverGrow has up to 10x
quicker block speeds and lower gas fees compared to many projects
competing in this space.
EverGrow is proud to be the world's leading Yield Generation token
rewarding its holders in $BUSD. It is establishing a new standard in DeFi
Tokenomics with its innovative and game changing token distribution
strategy. EverGrow is intended to be held longer term to generate
passive income and capital growth. Due to the stable-coin rewards
being paid on all transactions, investors beneﬁt during both Bull and
Bear markets.

Abstract
As the leading cryptocurrency that rewards its users in $BUSD,
EverGrow is a front runner among all cryptocurrencies. With its
anti-Whale system, EverGrow discourages Whale sells by limiting any
sell amount to a maximum of 0.125% of the circulating supply. Holders
of EverGrow get rewarded in $BUSD, a ﬁrst in the history of
cryptocurrency. With every transaction, a small percentage of tokens are
automatically transferred to the PancakeSwap Liquidity Pool.
EverGrow also maintains a BuyBack reserve which accumulates
Binance Coin ($BNB) securely in the EverGrow contract. These $BNB are
then used for strategic BuyBack & Burn – the contract Buys EverGrow,
creating volume, rewards, & positive price action, then sends those
tokens to the Burn address – removing them permanently from
circulation, including rewards eligibility. This last step means holders of
$EGC continuously receive a higher overall share of rewards distributed
and circulating supply reduces over time.
The EverGrow Ecosystem includes:
LunaSky; an NFT marketplace for buying, selling and lending NFTs.
Crator; the ﬁrst social media platform to integrate crypto tips,
subscriptions and payment options.
The Abstract; a metaverse partnership where users can enter a virtual 3D
world and experience gaming, NFTs, socialising and more in a manner
never experienced before!
Along with EverGrow Wallet and the EverGrow Exchange.

The EverGrow Protocol
On the Binance Smart Chain (BSC), EverGrow is the next generation of
reﬂection token: the leading $BUSD reﬂection token to optimize user
proﬁts both now and in the future. Simply hold $EGC tokens to
automatically receive a proportional share of 8% of every transaction in
$BUSD. This is automatically transferred to your wallet.
EverGrow has a total supply of 1,000,000,000,000,000 $EGC. From the
initial release, 50% of tokens were sent to the burn address, and further
tokens are burnt daily via the BuyBack & Burn feature.
• 8% of every transaction is redistributed to holders in $BUSD, which is
automatically paid every 60 Minutes.
• 2% of every transaction is transferred into Liquidity Pool for
PancakeSwap to create a stable price ﬂoor.
• 2% of every transaction is transferred into Smart Contract for strategic
BuyBack reserve.
• 2% of all transactions are dedicated to marketing and development.

The Technology Behind EverGrow: Binance Chain
Binance Smart Chain (BSC) was created to enable the use of
solidity-based smart contracts at a signiﬁcantly faster and more
eﬃcient rate than other competing chains.
With decentralized exchanges on BSC providing lightning-fast
transactions and ultra low costs, BSC has established itself as one of the
world’s leading blockchains for Decentralized Finance (DeFi). BSC
makes use of BEP-20 token technology, a proprietary blockchain that
ensures the security and privacy of all users and developers.
Its inherent dual-chain interoperability enables cross chain
communication and scalability of high performance, decentralized
applications (dApps) that lead to a quick and ﬂuid user experience. It is
EVM compatible and will support all current Ethereum tools, with faster
and more affordable transactions. Based on the Proof of Stake
consensus, its on-chain governance allows decentralization and
substantial community participation via the use of 21 validators that
verify transactions.

Ecosystem/Roadmap
EverGrow is creating an ecosystem of utilities designed to generate additional sources of
passive income for holders. The net-profits from all these utilities will be used for our
BuyBack & Burn function, creating green candles and $BUSD rewards for holders.

LunaSky NFT Marketplace
Mint, Buy and Sell NFTs, including any that you obtain through liquidated
collateral from the NFT Lending platform. The marketplace will also
include a minting tool that will let users create their own NFTs from
images, videos & other data.
Crator Social Media Platform
The world’s ﬁrst Content Subscription Platform to integrate both Crypto
and FIAT payment options. Users can choose to use FIAT, other
cryptocurrencies or $EGC to purchase content, tip & message content
creators, or subscribe for regular content. Creators can opt to be paid in
$EGC, other cryptocurrencies or FIAT, with the lowest commissions in
the industry.
EverGrow Crypto Wallet
Buy, Sell and Swap your crypto on a wallet fully designed for the latest
revolutionary rewards tokens, along with traditional crypto investing.
Fully integrated, multi reward-options tokenomics.
EverGrow Exchange
Full, seamless tokenomics integration, allowing rewards in native and
non-native currencies to be paid ﬂawlessly and automatically to holders,
along with the option to Buy, Sell and Swap traditional cryptocurrencies.
EverGrow Meta
In partnership with Objective Reality, A virtual world that brings together
the entire EverGrow Ecosystem. Browse LunaSky NFTs in a
fully-immersive 3D gallery, meet friends & inﬂuencers on Crator, play VR
games, or shop in virtual stores with your crypto wallet.

EverGrow Team
A talented group of experienced business leaders, developers and
marketing specialists, the team is overseen by Sam Kelly, an
award–winning investment manager and entrepreneur whose expertise
and experience spans over 20 years in business. Lead Developer Ajeet
Singh and Marketing Manager Praveen Rai both bring years of
experience to their roles, with Ionut Iacob (Jacob) overseeing operations.
Our Community Management team manage a 75 person strong group
dedicated to providing service and support to our 138,000 holders
worldwide.
DIRECT LINK: https://evergrowegc.com/team/

The Evolution of Passive Income
EverGrow’s vision for a completely new way to look at passive income is
simple: hold EverGrow in your crypto wallet and let us do the rest! You
will earn passive income 24 hours a day through our revolutionary
blockchain-based tokenomics system. A very different way to see
passive income from traditional sources like rental properties, royalties
or stock dividends. Initially your rewards are generated from every Buy,
Sell, or Transfer of EverGrow Token ($EGC) based on the total amount of
$EGC you hold. When our suite of revenue generating utilities are
launched, these will create further sources of passive income for
holders.

